
Dear Harvest Partner,

At the time of this writing it seems as if our U.S. borders are open for anyone to come into the country. It’s as if the
laws don’t exist anymore. At this time our country is in decision that will change it forever. Freedom that we once
knew will be completely changed into a new system leading to the mark. – Artificial intelligence is advancing at a
much greater speed than human understanding of the consequences. For example, there are now applications that
bring either a female or a male Virtual-Reality companion that will degrade even more real human male/female
relationships by reducing marriage. Neal Frisby wrote in Scroll #32: “America will create a monster at the end (free
love). Before the flood, people wallowed in sex-perversion, the open pleasure orgies will run rampant across the world
disintegrating into chaos. Marriage will be a thing of the past for young couples. With nightly exchanging of wives
common.” Now let us read more from Brother Frisby’s library about the latter times:

“Where are we at now in prophetic time? – We definitely know that we are in the latter times. We are in a
spiritual time. What is God’s next move? The signs tell us that His return is close! But as we look over the land we
know that the real body of the elect is not quite ready, but the fruit is near ripening. It will ripen suddenly. – For when
harvest comes He immediately putteth in the sickle! (Mark 4:29)

“We are entering and this stage is upon us now. Listen to this! – God says He will do a new thing and restore full
power to His body!” – “Blow ye the trumpet, sound the alarm, saith the Lord. Ask ye of the Lord rain in the time of
the latter rain so the Lord shall make bright clouds and give ye showers of rain! – Sound the alarm, I will work
signs and wonders among My people! – I will give rain in the parched places, and the soul of My people shall leap
for joy! – Behold have I not said of old, I will do a new thing – and I will give you rivers of blessings!”

Joel 2:23 reveals how this new thing will come about. What a dimension of power! – He says, “I have given thee the
former rain moderately, and will cause to come down for you the rain, the former rain and the latter rain in the
first month.” – Now let us see what this portrays prophetically for our age! “In the Holy Land the first rain comes in
the fall of the year! (Former rain) – When they plant their seed!” – We have been through this stage! – “The second rain
comes in the spring time just before harvest takes place!” – But as we see here in the scriptures, God is talking about an
outpouring of spirit! – So here is something that has never been done before! – Now He says here that He is going to
give ‘two seasons’ of rains in the ‘same period’ of time! (our age). – Unusual indeed! Never before because He would give
one rain at one time, and one rain at another time. But now here is the former rain and the latter rain together! – What a
tremendous outpouring! – “For He says the works that I do shall ye do, and greater works shall ye do! – This will
also cause us to expand into translative faith! – A dimension of power never known to our age!” – “So let us blow the
trumpet and sound the alarm!” – Verse 28-29 shows you how deep and far reaching this will be! As you can see it takes
in all nationalities, all ages and all types of people! – He will sweep the earth in a quick, short, powerful move! Wherein
He says, “Call unto Me, and I will answer thee, and shew unto thee mighty things that thou knowest not.” (Jer.
3:33) – He is not only going to reveal the future, but some wonderful things to His people including the season of time
of His nearness! – And for those who have been timid it will be like the days of past saith the Lord! – Jer. 20:9, “For His
words was in my heart as a burning fire shut up in my bones!” In other words, it was such a force that he just had to
testify. – “Blow ye the trumpet, sound the alarm!”

During this time along with the great revival will also bring sweeping apostasy among the churches. To those
familiar with prophecy know that these denominations will merge together creating a super church (mystery Babylon,
Rev.17) that finally comes under divine judgment, after the elect are caught up! – So we see great and wonderful
events are ahead. Our time to work is now and to be ready because the elect church leaves earlier than those who
are left behind in the final years. End quote.

This month I am releasing a fascinating New Book called, “The Revelation in Jesus” with an added sermon “Bright
Clouds.” – Your help to publish this valuable gospel will be deeply appreciated. My prayer is that the Lord richly bless,
prosper and keep you in good health.

Your Brother in Christ,
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